





	Text1: ILONA BRONWYN CHARLES
	Text2: ilona.c1@bigpond.com
	Text3: 47 Laurel Gve N; BLACKBURN VIC
	Check Box1: Off
	Text5: 12 KATE CRT, COWES
	Text4: 3130
	Text6:  3922
	Text7: 
	Text8:  0417 584 904
	Text9:  220172
	Text10: Fifty nine lot subdivision in a general residential zone (GRZ1), removal of vegetation in a vegetation protection overlay (VPO2) and the creation of easements, restrictions and reserves
	Text14: 273-297 Church Street, Cowes VIC 3922
	Text16: I have reviewed all of the documents associated with this permit application. Whilst it was inevitable this parcel of land would be developed I have a number of concerns as outlined below and object to this application in its entirety.
1.The proposed number of lots within this subdivision. 59 lots is a signifcant number,with the vast majroity of lots being extremely small - ranging from 300-400sqm. This is a significant over-development and not in keeping with other developments abutting this parcel of land.
2. Significant removal of vegetation. 56 native, australian and indigenous trees that would ordinarily require a permit to be removed on smaller land size.The landscape plan does not provide for open spaces or parkland except for a small reserve abutting Church St and the drainage reserve. The lots are so small, it will not allow for any signficant planting by residents, with building evelopes emcompassing most of the blocks. The landscape plan (which is essentially street trees) does not compensate for the significant loss of trees and does not comply with the spirit or intent of VPO2. The majoirty of retained trees are in fact not even on this land, they are on neighbours land.
3.Traffic congestion. This location is at the 'quiet end' of Church st and carries limited amounts of traffic currently. The proposed subdivision into 59 lots will significantly increase traffic in Church st and the surrounding suburban streets. **(Pls see separate page for additinal notes)
	Text17: Based on the above, I will specfically be impacted by:
1. Increased traffic and noise. Once the lots are developed, traffic and noise in the immediate area will increase significantly
2.The inclusion of a manhole for the gravity sewer on the rear corner of my property will be unsightly and require access by staff at the relevant water authority. The propsoed location appears to directly impact the use of the clothesline. Any other implications of this manholeare unknown and requires further information and consultation.
3. Overlooking and privacy issues. The large building envelopes on small blocks of land (nearly the whole of each lot is classifed as a building envelope) will result in large and potentially 2 storey dwellings. Whilst this is hard to predict, based on other developments in the area, it is highly likely
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